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Strategies are ubiquitous in Computer Science. As recipes to tackle search problems and bound nondeterminism, they appear in algorithms, automatic deduction,
language semantics, artificial intelligence, …. Some of these examples can be specified
and analyzed compositionally, abstracting not only data representation and rules but
also their control. A convenient way of expressing parametric control is parameterized
strategies.
Maude [2] is a declarative high-level language based on rewriting logic [8], allowing
the description, execution and analysis of many models of concurrent and distributed
systems at different levels. In terms of membership equational logic [1], we can specify
sorts, symbols, equations and membership axioms. Then we can add rewrite rules
to represent transitions of a concurrent system, which need neither be deterministic,
nor confluent, nor terminating. Above the previous specification, one level up, we
can control how rules are applied using a strategy language [5, 6], which has been
completed recently.
The basic component of the Maude strategy language is rule application. Rules
are identified by labels, substitutions can be given to instantiate their variables before
application, and additional strategies can be provided to guide the rule’s rewriting
conditions (if any). A family of match operators allows testing whether the term
being rewritten matches a given pattern and satisfies equational conditions. Composed strategies are built through union, concatenation, regular expressions like E∗
and E+, and conditionals. Another operator applies strategies to specific subterms,
and finally, strategy modules allow defining named strategies with recursion. These
strategy modules can take parameters (like the traditional modules in Maude) where
required sorts, symbols, and strategies are declared using a theory. Any module can
be said to comply with a theory by means of a view, which is later used to instantiate
parameterized modules.
The strategy language has already been exploited in the specification of algorithms,
inference systems, and language semantics. Milner’s CCS, ambient calculus, and the
semantics of the parallel functional language Eden are addressed in [7], and in [9]
strategies deal with completion procedures. These examples are likely to be expressed
and generalized using control parameterization with strategies, whose implementation
was not available at that time. Once expressed in this way, the specified systems can be
both executed and tested with different alternative strategies provided as parameters,
or analyzed at different levels with specific tools, like the LTL model checker.
Generic algorithmic schemes and skeletons [4] are other good candidates for being
expressed in those terms. Backtracking is a simple example. A backtracking problem
is defined by a theory which contains a State sort, two equational predicates isOk
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and isSolution to test whether a given state is valid or solution respectively, and the
strategy expand to generate the next search states. A parameterized strategy module
defines backtracking as another strategy which keeps expanding the valid states until
it finds a solution:
sd solve := (match S s.t. isSolution(S)) ? idle :
(expand ; match S s.t. isOk(S) ; solve)
Then a particular example like the labyrinth escape problem can be expressed instantiating State with 2D positions, isOk to a function that checks that the position is
inside the labyrinth bounds, and isSolution to be true at the exits. expand is then
a union of rules for moving from the current position to its neighbors.
As a extension of Maude 2.7.1 [3], the strategy language implementation has been
recently completed in C++. Now, we are analysing the previous examples and writing
new ones to take full advantage of parameterization, including the λ-calculus and a
simple functional language with several reduction strategies, the simplex algorithm
with different pivoting rules, and ecological models.
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